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NUCLEAR BUNKER, HACK GREEN 

 

You have to be of a certain age to remember the Cold War. These were days 

when we lived under the constant threat of nuclear war. An H-Bomb was not a 

cocktail and you wouldn’t have fancied a fortnight’s holiday in Cuba. When the air 

raid siren sounded, you were advised to make a little shelter under the kitchen 

table, stick your head between your legs and kiss your arse goodbye. Ah the good 

old days.  

 

So it was that on a cold, cloudy morning 19 Hatters on 17 bikes (pillions are in 

short supply when it’s below 6 degrees) made their way down to the secret bunker. 

Obviously I can’t divulge the route, but after an hour’s riding we saw a sign that 

said ‘Secret Bunker’. Even secrecy isn’t what it used to be. 

 

This was the place where civil servants and politicians would go to hide and ensure 

their own safety (for the greater good of course). And even if you were one of 

the select few, would you really want to emerge from the bunker, knowing that 

the only other creatures to survive are rats, cockroaches and Estate Agents? 

 

 

 



Ross had very conscientiously taken everyone’s meal order and forwarded it to 

Hack Green, but to no avail. Nothing had been prepared and we had to wait an 

eternity for the food. (Was this part of the ‘Experience’?) 

 

Some would argue that Preston Bus Station is an uglier building, but for me this 

one takes the biscuit. Austere and windowless, it epitomized its purpose. An ugly 

building for an ugly time. What would today’s teenagers make of it? Even the 

smartest of smartphones didn’t work in there. Imagine a world with no Facebook 

and Twitter. OMG, KGB, WTF????. 

 

After a couple of hours of looking around exhibits and wallowing in nostalgia, Ross 

decided that a thaw in diplomatic relations was needed and he led us off to a 

place where happiness reigned - Snugbury’s, the renowned ice cream parlour and 

voted one of Britain’s top 50 foodie addresses. David ‘198’ Sherlock, bet you 

wished you’d got out of bed and joined us on the ride now, don’t you? 

 

 
 

JSP 


